
Luxur-e is a luxurious ecologic brand. We are proposing 
a lot of different products and 
services for your house, your pleasure, your holidays or 
your vehicles. We are selling 
products which will make you save time and services 
which will you spend fun time. 
The explanation of our brand name is simple : Luxur for 
our luxurious offer, E for ecology and 
e-commerce.

LUXUR-E 
Be ecologically luxurious.



This is some slides from my last work in Stockholm. 
The goal was to create an e-commerce website and a fake 

company related to ecology.

I had to : 
- create a logo 
- imagine products and services 
- create the graphic chart for our brand 
- established the strategy



Products and services 
Spare-time activities : 
- Rent home massages using bio products (massage oils etc.) : You’ll be able to rent different massages for 
a party or for yourself using only bio skincare ! 
- Rent a bio golf day (used electrical Kadi, recover rainwater for watering etc.) : If you love gofl, you will 
love our first bio golf day ! Rent a day with your family or your friends ! 
- Provide formation to introduce children to ecology : If you want to learn easily how to respect our earth, 
subscribe to our journey where they could learn a lot of ecologic things. 
- Visit the fjords in yacht : Tourists or inhabitant of Sweden, you could come onboard of our hybrid luxurious 
yacht to discover our beautiful fjord during an afternoon. 
Explanations : The first two services were chosen because they are two privileged leisure by senior class. We 
have chosen an ecology education because parents love forged elite. 
Finally we believe that the Swedish people are very attached to the boat culture. 
Personal services : 
- Compost machine to a neighborhood : In every neighborhood, you will be able to put your trash into this 
machine and have so compost to maintain your garden in a perfect aspect. 
- Rent goats to mow the land: It ’s a service that permits you to maintain your second property during the 
year in an ecologic way ! 
- Home delivery by bike : You don’t have the time to do your groceries today ? We can deliver it directly 
to your home ! 
- Rent a specialist chef who cooks with organic/bio products : If you’re vegan or you love know what you 
are eating, for a reception or for the pleasure, rent our bio chiefs ! 
Explanations : Our first two choices were selected on the subject of the maintenance outside and mutual 
assistance in a neighborhood because we know that rich people are frequently helping each other. 
Transports : 
- Segway : An electric device that is the advanced scooter. 
- Hybrid scooter : If you have a short distance, you will not have to put gas to do it. 
- Hybrid boat with solar panels : Our boat is not a normal luxurious boat, you can respect the planet with 
using our electric mode thanks to our solar panels. 
- Bike made with recycled material : You used to keep bottle cap to make wheelchair for disable, now we 
used plastic to make bike ! 100% recycled. 
Explanations : Our choices were made because we normally noticed that rich people have a taste for 
luxurious transports and love new things. 
Demotic : 
- Universal remote controller : With this device, you will be able to turn on the tv, close your windows or 
switch lights of your home. 
- Wind turbine for house : They are the same that we use in wind turbines fields, but smaller with a better 
design for match your garden/home. 
- Automatic watering with its water recovery : You don’t need a gardener anymore and you will not wear 
out water anymore with our automatic system. 
- Robot mower : Same for your grass, this robot will automatically do the job at your place or the one of 
your gardener ! 
Explanations : We chose these products because we thought that our market like to maintain perfectly their 
garden, they also like to control everything with the less of time possible. 
Business sector: Luxury because we centered on the Swedish market possessing a strong purchasing 
power and having a certain education. Our choice focus on a business sector turned to the luxury. We also 
think that the luxury market is and will stay a growth market, it thus strengthened our choice.



Graphic Chart

Our logo :

A crown, symbol of 
royalty and luxury.

The e with the shade of @ 
for technology.

The leaf represents 
the ecology.



Our colors :



Why these colors ?

This color gradient of blue has been chosen because it’s a cold 
color. It represents perfectly Swedish landscape.

White, black and shades of grey represents the sobriety.

Blue : 
- serenity 
- wisdom 
- freshness

White : 
- purity 
- innocence  
- virginity

Black : 
- sobriety 
- simplicity 
- elegance

Grey : 
- modernism 
- sobriety



What is our strategy ?

How do you intend to achieve growth and stay competitive?

For the moment, we are one of the only website which mix ecology and technology to provide luxurious products and services.

Our main objective will be to conquer new market in other european countries to stay the first one to implant in this sector. 
In a closer future, we want to develop our marketing campaign by developing social medias for Luxur-e and make partnership 
with luxurious companies to create events and touch more customers in the high level social class.

We have more ideas about developing Luxur-e that you will find on our boards below.

For the website, we would like to be more specialized. We want to delete one or two categories to focus on other products 
that we propose. We could keep our ideas in mind and launch them after our popularity will be done.

Finally, we could think in short term to hire a professional web designer to create a secure and beautiful website with our ideas, 
because we don’t have in our team these skills.



Strategic Agenda

Impact

High

Low

FeasibilityLow High

- 2 : Delete two categories from 
our website to be specialized.

- 3 : Create social medias like 
Facebook page, Twitter account 

and Instagram account.

-  4 : Improve our delivery services 

by adding an express delay.

- 5 : Established a partnership with 
a big event like a car show to 

propose our products.

- 6 : Develop a marketing 
campaign by creating events 
with luxurious brand like Tesla.

- 7 : Hire a web designer with high 
skills to create a new website.

- 8 : Transform our wind turbine for 
house to a service for an entire 

neighborhood.

- 9 : Expand our team to create a 
support on our website with 

specialists advisers.

- 10 : Conquer new market like 
Switzerland. (because of their 

high spending power)

- 11 : Transfer our manufacturing 
system to put our production 

factory in Sweden.

- 12 : Open a concessionary 
store to sell our hybrid vehicles.

- 1 : Possess a muse like Di Caprio 
to do our advertising. (he recently 
made a film about ecology and 

is the face of the wealth.)
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